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Abstract

When do prosocial actors experience positive versus negative psychological outcomes

from helping others? In four studies and an internal meta-analysis, we tested the

hypothesis that autonomy shapes the psychological consequences of helping others.

In Study 1, prosocial behaviour was associated with a robust pattern of negative well-

being outcomes (i.e., depression, anxiety, stress) for individuals low but not high in

autonomy. In Studies 2–4, relative to reflecting on a neutral interpersonal experience,

reflecting on an autonomous helping experience increased sadness and happiness,

strengthened intentions to help in the future and raised support for social welfare. By

contrast, reflecting on a controlled helping experience increased negative emotions

and decreased positive emotions, but did not affect attitudes or behavioural inten-

tions. Collectively, the findings indicate that autonomy (or lack thereof) shapes the

emotional, motivational and attitudinal consequences of helping behaviour.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Helping others feels good. Indeed, research suggests that prosocial

behaviour confers well-being benefits to helpers, including increased

positive emotions (Aknin & Whillans, 2021) decreased negative emo-

tions (Nelson et al., 2016), and higher self-worth (Klein, 2017). How-

ever, the well-being benefits of helping others are not unconditional;

researchers have begun to appreciate that helpers’ motivations may

influence whether and how helping promotes well-being. Specifically,

helping that is driven by self-imposed pressure, social pressure or

external influences—experienced as controlled—may not yield the

This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided

the original work is properly cited.

© 2022 The Authors. European Journal of Social Psychology published by JohnWiley & Sons Ltd.

same benefits as helping that feels more volitional (Weinstein &

Ryan, 2010). In the current research, we sought to extend these find-

ings by examining how autonomous motivation shapes the emotional,

motivational and attitudinal consequences of prosocial behaviour.

1.1 Prosocial behaviour and helpers’ well-being

Prosocial behaviours span formal helping such as volunteering (Meier

& Stutzer, 2008) and everyday acts of assistance or kindness (Wein-

stein & Ryan, 2010). Beyond the evident benefits to recipients and

Eur J Soc Psychol. 2022;1–17. wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/ejsp 1
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2 KELLEY ET AL.

communities, the literature over the past decade has identified

potential well-being benefits to helpers themselves. However, this

research has documented considerable variation in how strongly help-

ing behaviour relates to helpers’ subsequentwell-being. For example, a

recent meta-analysis of over 200 independent studies involving nearly

200,000participants reporteda small effect sizeof prosocial behaviour

on well-being (r = .13), but with substantial variability and larger

effects in certain helping contexts (Hui et al., 2020). Although many

studies correlate prosocial behaviourwithwell-being, randomized con-

trolled trials assigning individuals to engage in kind acts similarly show

sustained positive affect benefits above and beyond comparison con-

ditions that include non-helping tasks (Alden & Trew, 2013). Taken

together, prosocial behaviour generally has a positive influence on

emotional well-being, though this pattern is not without exceptions.

To explain the source of variability in prosocial behaviour’s influence

on well-being outcomes, researchers have applied self-determination

theory (SDT; Ryan & Deci, 2017), which is concerned with human

motivation and its behavioural and well-being outcomes. According to

SDT, the form of motivation that underlies behaviour influences sub-

sequent emotions and ongoing behavioural engagement. According

to SDT, motivation can be differentiated into two forms: autonomous

and controlled. Autonomous motivation refers to acting based on per-

sonal interest, enjoyment or important goals. Autonomous motivation

is energy for behaviour that emanates from the ‘self’ because it is

self-endorsed and self-congruent. Controlled motivation, by compari-

son, is characterized by action taken because of others’ expectations,

threats, rewards or due to partially internalized societal demands. In

the context of prosocial behaviour, autonomously motivated helping

is energized through recognizing the helping behaviour as important,

finding interest in it, or from a sense of caring for others. Conversely,

control-motivated helping is driven by feeling guilt and shame when

failing to help, or via a sense of choicelessness arising from pressure,

demands or coercion from the social environment.

Research stemming from SDT has shown that effects of prosocial

behaviour on helpers’ well-being differ as a function of helpers’ moti-

vations. In early experience-sampling and laboratory contexts in which

motivation for helping was observed naturally or manipulated exper-

imentally, participants reported higher well-being when their helping

was autonomous rather than controlled (Weinstein & Ryan, 2010).

Conceptually similar results were obtained in a study of workplace

helping where negative effects of helping were only found among

those low in autonomy (Kibler et al., 2019). Specifically, high levels

of prosocial motivation increased stress, which in turn reduced life

satisfaction, but only for those low in autonomous motivation (Kibler

et al., 2019). Other studies reported that the relationship between

prosocial behaviour and well-being is explained, in part, by satisfac-

tion of the need for autonomy (Martela & Ryan, 2016). Helping others

promotes a sense of personal volition and self-congruence—a finding

that provides indirect evidence for the beneficial role of autonomous

motivation. There is a strong link between being autonomously moti-

vated for an activity and experiencing autonomy need satisfaction by

engaging in that activity (Weinstein & Ryan, 2010). Thus, it stands

to reason that helping behaviours that lack autonomy would be less

likely to foster helpers’ well-being. Yet, counter to these findings and

the logical derivation, an experience-sampling study examining hedo-

nic and eudaimonic well-being at subsequent time points did not

find evidence for a moderating effect of autonomy need satisfaction

on the prosocial engagement–well-being link (Hui & Kogan, 2018).

Hence, although most research in this area has implicated autonomy

in the relationship between helping and helpers’ well-being, findings

are mixed. To clarify these mixed findings, one aim of the current

studies was to test whether autonomous motivation shapes the rela-

tionship between prosociality and well-being using correlational and

experimental methods.

If autonomous prosocial behaviour does engender greater well-

being among helpers, it is plausible that it also encourages future

desires to help others. This supposition is supported by research show-

ing that autonomous motivation for a behaviour predicts behavioural

intentions in a variety of contexts, including public health (Chung

et al., 2018), sports (Stanley et al., 2012), school (Roth, 2014) and

work (Lin et al., 2019). Yet, relevant evidence within the prosocial

domain is limited and mixed. On the one hand, autonomous moti-

vation promotes effort and productivity invested into two prosocial

professions (i.e., firefighters and fundraisers; Grant, 2007). On the

other hand, autonomous motivation induced through implicit priming

or through self-affirmation does not encourage prosocial motivation

(Pavey et al., 2011). Collectively, these findings demonstrate mixed

support for the hypothesis that autonomous helping promotes the

desire to help in the future. Correlational studies link autonomy to

future helping in several contexts, and indirect support comes from

the well-being benefits of autonomy in helping professions. However,

laboratory experiments that have induced an autonomy mindset using

priming have not shown increases in prosocial motivation. The current

research sought to clarify and advance this literature using improved

experimental designs.

We also sought to extend this literature by examining whether

autonomous helping might impact how likely people are to support

political candidates and policies that promote prosocial behaviour (e.g.,

social welfare). Most studies of prosocial behaviour involve some kind

of cost to the participants (e.g., time and effort, at a minimum). By

comparison, attitudes toward social policy have little to no cost to the

individual. Given that people are motivated to reap the benefits of

prosocial behaviour while minimizing costs (e.g., Batson et al., 1997,

2002), we might expect autonomous helping to be particularly likely

to engender support for these policies given the relative lower cost to

the individual. That is, to the extent that autonomous helping promotes

prosocial motivation, it may be even easier to promote support for

prosocial policies than other forms of prosocial behaviour that come

at a higher cost.

1.2 Overview

In four studies, we examined themoderating role of autonomousmoti-

vation in shaping the emotional (Studies 1–4), motivational (Studies 2–

4) and attitudinal (Studies 3–4) consequences of prosocial behaviour.
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EMOTIONAL,MOTIVATIONAL ANDATTITUDINAL 3

We hypothesized that, relative to not helping, autonomous motiva-

tion for helping would be associated with increased positive emotions,

decreased negative emotions, intentions to help in the future andmore

positive attitudes toward social welfare. Conversely, we hypothesized

that controlled motivation for helping would show an opposite pat-

tern. We tested these hypotheses in a confirmatory (model-testing)

fashion incorporating open research practices (Wagenmakers et al.,

2012). Accordingly, we pre-registered the hypotheses, analyses and

exclusion criteria for all studies (Studies 1–4), and have made all

data and stimulus materials available on OSF.1 In these studies, we

report all measures, manipulations and exclusions. For each study, we

report correlations between all study variables in Supplemental Mate-

rials (Tables S1–S4). Across studies, participants read that this project

was concerned with ʻPersonality, Mood, and Behaviour’. All studies

were approved by the [BLINDED] Institutional Review Board and all

participants provided informed consent.

2 STUDY 1

In Study 1, we tested the hypothesis that autonomy shapes the

emotional consequences of helping using a cross-sectional design. Indi-

viduals who are dispositionally oriented toward autonomy experience

their behaviour as more autonomously motivated across contexts,

whereas those dispositionally low in autonomy perceive their cross-

situational behaviour as controlled by external forces (Ryan & Deci,

2006). If autonomy (or lack thereof) operates cross-situationally, we

can make several inferences about the prosocial behaviour of people

varying in general autonomy. First, for those who engage in high (vs.

low) levels of prosocial behaviour and report low general autonomy,

prosocial behaviours are less autonomously motivated. Conversely,

for those who engage in high (vs. low) levels of prosocial behaviour

and report high general autonomy, prosocial behaviours are highly

autonomously motivated. Consistent with our proposal that auton-

omy shapes the link between prosocial behaviour and emotions, we

derived two hypotheses. First, for high-autonomy participants, proso-

cial behaviour is associated with greater subjective well-being and

lower psychological distress (i.e., depression, anxiety, stress). Second,

for low-autonomy participants, prosocial behaviour is associated with

lower subjective well-being and higher psychological distress.

2.1 Method

2.1.1 Participants

We conducted a power analysis in G*Power 3.1 (Faul et al., 2009) using

the ʻlinear multiple regression Fixed model, R2 increase’ procedure.

1 In our pre-registration, we proposed secondary analyses to examine the extent to which

emotional states mediated the relationship between our experimental manipulation and

behavioural intentions (Studies 2–4) and socialwelfare attitudes (Studies 3–4).Wedidnot con-

duct these secondary analyses because the current studies were not designed to test a causal

pathway (Spencer et al., 2005) and due to broader concerns about the ability of mediational

analysis to test causality (Fiedler et al., 2018).

Weinstein andRyan’s (2010) studieswere largely experimental and did

not include cross-sectional correlational analyses to inform our power

calculations. Thus, erring on the side of caution, we assumed a small

effect size. In addition toeffect size ƒ= .03, ʻαerr prob’= .05, and ʻPower
(1− β err prob) = .80’, we specified ʻNumber of tested predictors’ = 1

and ʻTotal number of predictors’ = 3 as input parameters, because we

had three predictors in the full model and only one of them captured

the effect of interest (i.e., interaction). This power analysis suggested

that approximately 264 participants were needed to detect a small

interaction effect.

We recruited 264 MTurk workers from North America, each com-

pensated with $0.25. Participants were 20–82 years old (M = 35.48,

SD= 12.47), predominantly white (n= 157, 60.38%) and non-Hispanic

(n = 221, 85.00%). We excluded participants for three reasons. First,

at the end of the procedure, we asked them if they took the study

seriously and excluded those who responded ʻNo’. Second, we asked

participants after debriefing whether we should use their data and

excluded those who responded ʻNo’. Finally, we excluded those who

provided incomplete data. The final sample comprised 260 partic-

ipants (142 women, 118 men). A sensitivity analysis in G*Power

for a 3-predictor linear regression model indicated that this study

had 80% power to detect effects of f 2 = .03 (corresponding to

R2 = .03).

2.1.2 Procedure

We administered measures of autonomy, prosocial behaviour, subjec-

tive well-being, depression, anxiety and stress. The measures were

presented in a separate random order for each participant.

Autonomy. We derived our measure of autonomy from the Com-

prehensive Inventory of Thriving (Su et al., 2014), which assesses 18

psychological well-being constructs. The three-item autonomy sub-

scale pertains to participants’ sense of control over decisions (i.e.,

ʻOther people decide most of my life decisions’, ʻOther people decide

what I can and cannot do’) and life choices (i.e., ʻThe life choices I make

are not really mine’; 1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree; M = 3.44,

SD= 1.26, α= .93).

Prosocial behaviour. The self-report altruism scale (Rushton et al.,

1981) asks participants to rate how frequently they have enacted 20

prosocial behaviours (e.g., ʻI have helped push a stranger’s car out of

the snow’, ʻI have done volunteer work for charity’) (1 = never, 5 = very

often; M= 2.81, SD= 0.67, α= .90).

Subjective well-being. We also derived our nine-item measure of

subjective well-being from the Comprehensive Inventory of Thriving.

Consistent with the literature (Diener, 1984).We operationalized sub-

jective well-being as a composite of three constructs: life satisfaction

(e.g., ʻIn most ways my life is close to my ideal’), positive affect (e.g., ʻI
feel positive most of the time’) and negative affect (e.g., ʻI feel negative
most of the time’), each consisting of three items. We reverse-scored

negative affect items, and then averaged across the three subjective

well-being indicators (1= strongly disagree, 5= strongly agree;M= 3.62,

SD= 0.99, α= .93).
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Depression, anxiety and stress.TheDepression, Anxiety and Stress

Scale short form (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995) requests participants to

indicate the applicability of 21 statements to their experiencesover the

last week (0 = did not apply to me at all, 3 = applied to me very much,

or most of the time). This scale contains a seven-item anxiety sub-scale

(e.g., ʻI was worried about situations in which I might panic and make a

fool ofmyself’), a seven-itemdepression sub-scale (e.g., ʻI couldn’t seem
to experience any positive feeling at all’) and a seven-item stress sub-

scale (e.g., ʻI found it hard to wind down’). For each sub-scale, the items

are summed, then multiplied by two to make the measure comparable

to the 42-item long form of the scale. The average total anxiety score

was 10.51 (SD= 11.32, α= .92), the average total depression scorewas

11.63 (SD=11.83,α= .93) and the average total stress scorewas12.48

(SD= 10.93, α= .92).

2.2 Results

2.2.1 Subjective well-being

We used the PROCESS macro (Hayes, 2017; Model 1; 5000 bootstrap

samples) to examine the interactive effects of autonomy and proso-

cial behaviour on subjective well-being. Higher prosocial behaviour

was associated with greater subjective well-being, b = 0.40, SE = 0.09,

t(256) = 4.54, p < .001, 95% CI[0.23, 0.58]. Also, higher auton-

omy was associated with greater subjective well-being, b = 0.33,

SE = 0.05, t(256) = 7.36, p < .001, 95% CI [0.24, 0.42]. The proso-

cial behaviour × autonomy interaction was not statistically significant,

b = −0.09, SE = 0.07, t(256) = −1.35, p = .179, 95% CI[−0.22,

0.04].

2.2.2 Depression, anxiety and stress

We used the PROCESS macro (Hayes, 2017; Model 1; 5000 bootstrap

samples) to examine the effects of autonomy and prosocial behaviour

separately on depression, anxiety and stress. Prosocial behaviour was

not associated with depression (b = 0.33, SE = 0.97, t[256] = 0.34,

p = .732, 95% CI [−1.57, 2.24]), anxiety (b = 0.92, SE = 0.93,

t[256] = 0.99, p = .324, 95% CI [−0.91, 2.75]) or stress (b = 1.04,

SE = 0.92, t[256] = 1.12, p = .259, 95% CI [−0.77, 2.8]). Higher auton-

omy was associated with reduced depression, (b = −5.15, SE = 0.49,

t[256] = −10.51, p < .001, 95% CI [−6.11, −4.18]), anxiety (b = −4.38,

SE = 0.47, t[256] = 9.32, p < .001, 95% CI [−5.30, −3.45]) and stress

(b = −4.15, SE = 0.47, t[256] = 8.88, p < .001, 95% CI [−5.07, −3.23]).

The prosocial behaviour × autonomy interaction was statistically sig-

nificant for depression (b = −1.52, SE= 0.71, t[256]= −2.13, p = .034,

95% CI [−2.93, −0.11]), anxiety (b = −2.60, SE = 0.69, t[256] = −3.80,

p < .001, 95% CI [−3.95, −1.25]) and stress (b = −1.76, SE = 0.68,

t[256] = −2.58, p = .011, 95% CI [−3.10, −0.41]). To probe each inter-

action, we examined the association between prosocial behaviour and

each outcome measure at ±1 SD from the mean score of autonomy

(Figure 1).

F IGURE 1 Prosocial behaviour is associated with elevated
psychological distress for those low in autonomy (Study 1).

All three interactions took the same basic form. Among highly

autonomous participants (+1 SD), there was no association

between prosocial behaviour and depression (b = −1.59, SE = 1.52,

t[256] = −1.04, p = .299, 95% CI [−4.59, 1.42]), anxiety (b = −2.36,

SE = 1.46, t[256] = −1.62, p = .107, 95% CI [−5.24, 0.515]) or stress

(b = −1.17, SE = 1.45, t[256] = −0.81, p = .421, 95% CI [−4.04,

1.69]). Among participants at mean levels of autonomy, there was no

association between prosocial behaviour and depression (b = 0.33,

SE = 0.97, t[256] = 0.34, p = .732, 95% CI [−1.57, 2.24]), anxiety

(b = 0.92, SE = 0.93, t[256] = 0.99, p = .324, 95% CI [−0.91, 2.75]) or

stress (b = 1.04, SE = 0.92, t[256] = 1.13, p = .259, 95% CI [−0.77,

2.86]). However, among less-autonomous participants (−1 SD), higher

prosocial behaviour was associated with greater depression (b = 2.25,
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EMOTIONAL,MOTIVATIONAL ANDATTITUDINAL 5

SE = 1.08, t[256] = 2.07, p = .039, 95% CI [0.11, 4.38]), anxiety

(b = 4.20, SE = 1.04, t[256] = 4.03, p < .001, 95% CI [2.15, 6.25]) and

stress (b= 3.26, SE= 1.04, t[256]= 3.15, p= .002, 95%CI [1.22, 5.30]).

2.3 Discussion

Study 1 tested the hypothesis that autonomy shapes the relationship

between prosocial behaviour and emotion. Contrary to our hypoth-

esis, autonomy did not moderate the association between prosocial

behavioural and subjective well-being. However, results for psycholog-

ical distress were consistent with our hypothesis. Among participants

reporting lower autonomy, altruistic behaviours were associated with

greater depression, anxiety and stress. Among participants report-

ing higher autonomy, altruistic behaviours were unrelated to these

indicators of psychological distress. Collectively, the results partially

support our hypotheses about diverging emotional trajectories of

helping behaviour contingent upon autonomy.

By asking in Study 1 how variation in general autonomy shapes

the link between prosocial behaviour and well-being, we tested our

hypothesis broadly. We did not specifically assess experiences of

autonomous helping, which may explain why our hypotheses were

not fully supported. In the following studies, we used a more precise

approach and tested causally the emotional and motivational after-

effects of reflecting upon specific experiences with autonomous and

controlled helping.

3 STUDY 2

In Study 2, we experimentally tested autonomy’s role in shaping the

emotional and motivational consequences of prosocial behaviour. Pre-

vious meta-analyses have linked autonomous motivation, in general,

to well-being (Yu et al., 2018) and causally to the well-being of proso-

cial actors (Curry et al., 2018). However, limited work has examined

the underlyingmotives (e.g., autonomy) of prosocial actors, or the rela-

tionship between those underlyingmotives andwell-being. Laboratory

experiments examining the consequences of helping motivations are

scarce and problematic. In one experiment (Weinstein & Ryan, 2010,

study 3), participants were randomly assigned to help (or not help)

another participant to win a prize by completing a remote-association

test (Mednick, 1962). Next, participants in the helping condition were

classified as autonomous or controlled helpers post hoc based on the

motivation to help scale (see Method section below). Although the

authors did randomly assign participants to help or not, they did not

experimentally manipulate autonomous versus controlled motives. In

another experiment (Martela & Ryan, 2016), autonomous helping was

compared to a neutral control condition, but the controlledmotivation

was not manipulated. In a third experiment (Lin et al., 2019, study 1),

autonomous and controlled helping were manipulated, but a neutral

control condition was not included. Thus, more rigorous experimen-

tal testing is warranted. Experiments that simultaneously manipulate

autonomous and controlled motivation (and include a neutral con-

trol condition) are needed for two reasons. First, without this more

complete experimental design, it is difficult to determine whether the

effects of autonomous motivation on affect, cognition or behaviour

are driven by high or low autonomy. Second, in line with emerging

evidence of dual-process pathways, autonomous and controlled moti-

vations have divergent emotional and well-being trajectories (Donald

et al., 2021; Haerens et al., 2015; Jang et al., 2016) that must be

examined independently.

In the current study (and those that follow), we manipulated proso-

cial behaviour using an autobiographical recall task. Recent evidence

suggests that autobiographical recall of prosocial behaviours boasts

effects on well-being that are comparable to behavioural manipula-

tions (Ko et al., 2021). In addition, recall methods are more cost-

effective and amenable to high-powered direct replications relative

to behavioural manipulations of prosocial behaviour. We hypothe-

sized that recalling an autonomous helping experience (vs. a neutral

interpersonal experience) would increase positive emotions, decrease

negative emotions and strengthen intentions to help in the future.

We also hypothesized that recalling a controlled helping experience

would produce the opposite pattern. In testing these hypotheses, we

instructed participants to (1) complete an autobiographical recall task

in which they reflected on an instance of autonomous helping, con-

trolled helping or neither (neutral), and (2) report their emotions and

behavioural intentions.

3.1 Method

3.1.1 Participants

We conducted a power analysis in G*Power 3.1 (Faul et al., 2009)

using the ʻANOVA: Fixed effects, omnibus, one-way’ procedure from

the ʻF-tests’ test family. We assumed a moderate effect size based on

Weinstein and Ryan (2010, study 3), who found that non-autonomous

helpers reported less positive emotion than autonomous helpers

(d = 0.57). Thus, we specified the following parameters: effect size

ƒ = .25, ʻα err prob’ = .05, ʻPower (1− β err prob) = .80’ and ʻNumber

of groups’ = 3. This analysis suggested that 159 participants were

needed for amoderate effect with 80% power. To account for attrition,

we recruited 200 MTurk workers and paid $1.00 each. Participants

were 21–71 years old (M = 36.82, SD = 11.53), predominantly white

(n = 148, 74.74%) and non-Hispanic (n = 177, 89.39%). Following

exclusions, the final sample comprised 198 participants (103 women,

94 men, 1 transgender). Sensitivity analyses in G*Power indicated

that this study was able to detect effects as small as f = .22 (equiv-

alent to 𝜂2partial = .04) with 80% power in a one-way ANOVA with

a three-level fixed factor. Further sensitivity analyses for a mixed

ANOVA with a three-level between-subjects factor and an eight-level

within-subjects factor indicated that this study had 80% power to

detect between-subjects effects as small as f = .28 (equivalent to

𝜂2partial = .07), within-subjects effects as small as f = .27 (equivalent

to 𝜂2partial = .07) and interaction effects as small as f= .31 (equivalent to

𝜂2partial = .09).
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6 KELLEY ET AL.

3.1.2 Procedure

We randomly assigned participants to the autonomous-helping con-

dition (n = 62), the controlled-helping condition (n = 67) or the no-

helping condition (n = 69). In the two helping conditions, participants

read:

Altruism, or prosocial behaviour, refers to intentional

actions which are costly to YOU and beneficial to

SOMEONE ELSE (other than friends and family). Please

remember a SPECIFIC time when you engaged in altru-

istic or prosocial behaviour. This could include volun-

teer work, donating time, donating money, donating

blood or any other action which was costly to YOU

but helpful to SOMEONE ELSE (other than friends

and family). Importantly, we want you to think of a

time when you were engaged in prosocial behaviour

because . . . [autonomous-helping condition: you gen-

uinely valued this behaviour or were personally interested

in doing it; controlled-helping condition: of some exter-

nal force or pressure beyond your control]. In other words,

think of a time when you behaved altruistically and . . .

[autonomous-helping condition: felt like you had a lot of

personal choice in helping; controlled-helping condition:

felt like you had very little/no personal choice in helping].

For the next fewminutes, we would like you to retrieve,

relive, and write down your memories below. Please try

to be as detailed as possible as if you were writing a

short story. This description needs to be at least 100

words long.

In the no-helping condition, participants recalled a social interac-

tion (other than with friends or family members) where nothing out of

the ordinary happened and they felt neutral. They received the same

supplementary instructions about story length and details.

3.1.3 Measures

Autonomy manipulation check. Next, participants completed the

motivation to help scale (Weinstein & Ryan, 2010). This scale asks 11

questions about motivations for a particular behaviour. We modified

the task by instructing participants to rate howwell each item reflected

their motivation for engaging in the interaction they described dur-

ing the writing task (1 = not at all, 7 = an extreme amount). Six items

assessed autonomous motivation (e.g., ʻbecause I valued doing so’) and
five items assessed controlled motivation (e.g., ʻso I would be liked’).

We reverse-scored the controlled items so that higher values reflected

more autonomousmotivation for engaging in the behaviours described

(M= 4.64, SD= 1.01, α= .78).

The discrete emotions questionnaire. The discrete emotions ques-

tionnaire (Harmon-Jones et al., 2016) assesses self-reported discrete

emotional states, namely, anger (α= .88), disgust (α= .79), fear (α= .88),

anxiety (α= .86), sadness (α= .76), desire (α= .83), relaxation (α= .87)

and happiness (α= .93) in response to an emotion elicitor (i.e., thewrit-

ing task). Each discrete emotion is measuredwith four items (1= not at

all, 7= an extreme amount). We present descriptive statistics in Table 1.

Future helping. We assessed helping intentions with a future-

oriented version of the self-report altruism scale (Rushton et al., 1981).

We instructed participants to rate the frequency with which they will

engage in 20 prosocial behaviours (e.g., ʻHelp push a stranger’s car out

of the snow’, ʻDo volunteer work for charity’) (1 = extremely unlikely,

5= extremely likely) in the future (M= 5.13, SD= 1.01, α= .91).

3.2 Results

3.2.1 Autonomy manipulation check

A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a main effect of

the autonomy manipulation on motivation to help, F(2, 195) = 30.92,

p < .001, 𝜂2partial = .241. We followed this up with Bonferroni-

corrected comparisons, comparing the no-helping condition to the

autonomous-helping and controlled-helping conditions. Participants in

the autonomous-helping condition reported feeling more autonomous

regarding the behaviour they wrote about (M = 5.33, SD = 0.75) than

those in the no-helping condition (M= 4.39, SD= 0.88), t (129)= 5.42,

p < 001, Cohen’s d = 1.14, 95% CI [0.77, 1.51]. Participants in the

controlled-helping condition (M = 4.17, SD = 1.01) did not differ

from the no-helping condition, t (134) = −2.37, p = .057, Cohen’s

d = −0.23, 95% CI [−0.57, 0.11]. These results indicate that partic-

ipants in the autonomous-helping condition did indeed write about

more autonomously motivated actions than those in the other two

conditions.

3.2.2 Emotions

We next examined the consequences of the prosocial recall manipula-

tion on emotions in a 3 (autonomymanipulation: autonomous-helping,

controlled-helping, no-helping) × 8 (emotion: anger, disgust, fear, anx-

iety, sadness, desire, relaxation, happiness) mixed-model ANOVA. We

obtained the main effects of autonomy manipulation, F(2, 195)= 5.09,

p = .007, 𝜂2partial = .05, and of emotion, F(7, 1365) = 210.20, p < .001

𝜂2partial = .52, which were qualified by the Autonomy manipulation ×

emotion interaction, F(14, 1365) = 6.42, p < .001, 𝜂2partial = .06. See

Figure 2.

We unpacked this interaction by examining the simple main effect

of autonomy manipulation on each emotion. We followed up statis-

tically significant simple main effects with pairwise comparisons of

both the autonomous-helping and controlled-helping conditions to the

no-helping condition. These analyses revealed statistically significant

simple main effects of autonomy manipulation on all five negative dis-

crete emotions (Fs > 6.69, ps < .002) and happiness, F(2, 195) = 5.36,
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EMOTIONAL,MOTIVATIONAL ANDATTITUDINAL 7

TABLE 1 Descriptive statistics for the effects of experimental manipulation on self-reported emotions (studies 2–4)

Study 2 Study 3 Study 4

Emotion Helping condition M SD M SD M SD

Anger No 1.03 0.15 1.16 0.72 1.40 0.88

Controlled 1.75 1.09 1.55 0.90 1.70 1.36

Autonomous 1.16 0.42 1.25 0.77 1.28 0.86

Disgust No 1.03 0.14 1.08 0.40 1.33 0.81

Controlled 1.54 0.95 1.29 0.90 1.29 0.77

Autonomous 1.19 0.45 1.17 0.54 1.17 0.53

Fear No 1.05 0.18 1.08 0.43 1.40 0.93

Controlled 1.41 0.84 1.31 0.86 1.38 1.02

Autonomous 1.21 0.52 1.22 0.75 1.17 0.62

Anxiety No 1.26 0.77 1.40 0.91 1.64 1.05

Controlled 2.04 1.28 2.02 1.14 2.05 1.28

Autonomous 1.63 1.01 1.52 0.95 1.41 0.76

Sadness No 1.10 0.37 1.17 0.51 1.42 0.86

Controlled 1.70 1.03 1.53 0.93 1.43 0.77

Autonomous 1.29 0.48 1.44 0.79 1.38 0.75

Desire No 1.57 1.17 1.62 1.07 1.71 1.08

Controlled 1.72 0.98 1.50 0.78 1.49 0.80

Autonomous 1.50 0.87 1.69 1.00 1.70 0.90

Relaxation No 4.03 1.39 4.36 1.49 4.05 1.52

Controlled 3.36 1.94 2.56 1.52 2.83 1.65

Autonomous 3.54 1.71 3.60 1.65 3.59 1.60

Happiness No 3.33 1.73 3.80 1.71 3.46 1.74

Controlled 3.33 1.83 2.67 1.72 2.83 1.77

Autonomous 4.22 1.75 3.91 1.88 4.07 1.72

F IGURE 2 Effects of the experimental manipulation on
self-reported emotions (Studies 2–4)

p = .005, 𝜂2partial = .05. Autonomy manipulation did not influence relax-

ation, F(2, 195)=2.79, p= .064, 𝜂2partial = .03, or desire, F(2, 195)=0.83,

p = .438, 𝜂2partial = .01. Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons

revealed that reflecting upon autonomous helping (vs. no helping)

did not influence negative emotions: anger (t [129] = 1.08, p = .848,

Cohen’s d= 0.42, 95%CI [0.07, 0.77]), disgust (t [129]= 1.53, p= .382,

Cohen’s d = 0.49, 95% CI [0.14, 0.84]), fear (t [129] = 1.60, p = .330,

Cohen’s d= 0.42, 95%CI [0.07, 0.76]), anxiety (t [129]= 2.02, p= .133,

Cohen’s d = 0.41, 95% CI [0.07, 0.76]) or sadness (t [129] = 1.53,

p = .384, Cohen’s d = 0.44, 95% CI [0.10, 0.79]). However, reflect-

ing upon autonomous helping (vs. no helping) increased happiness (t

[129] = 2.88, p = .013, Cohen’s d = 0.51, 95% CI [0.16, 0.86]). By

contrast, the controlled-helping (vs. no-helping) condition increased all

negative emotions: anger (t [134] = 6.13, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.93,

95%CI [0.57, 1.28]), disgust (t [134]= 4.94, p< .001, Cohen’s d= 0.75,

95% CI [0.40, 1.10]), fear (t [134] = 3.67, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.59,

95%CI [0.25, 0.94]), anxiety (t [134]= 4.38, p< .001, Cohen’s d= 0.74,

95% CI [0.39, 1.08]) and sadness (t [134] = 5.05 p < .001. Cohen’s

d = 0.78, 95% CI [0.43, 1.12]). (ps < .001) but did not influence happi-

ness (t [134] = 0.02, p = .999, Cohen’s d = 0.00, 95% CI [−0.34, 0.34]).

We present descriptive statistics in Table 1.

3.2.3 Future helping

A one-way ANOVA yielded a main effect of autonomy manipula-

tion on helping intentions, F(2, 195) = 4.12, p = .018, 𝜂2partial = .04.

Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons revealed that participants

in the autonomous-helping condition (M = 5.35, SD = 1.01) reported
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8 KELLEY ET AL.

F IGURE 3 Effects of the experimental manipulation on
behavioural intentions (Studies 2–4).Note: Error bars reflect the
standard error of themean.Wemeasured behavioural intentions
using a future-oriented version of the self-report altruism scale
(Rushton et al. 1981).

stronger intentions to help relative to those in the no-helping condi-

tion (M = 4.75, SD = 1.33), t(129) = 2.87, p = .014, Cohen’s d = 0.50,

95% [0.15, 0.85]. The no-helping and controlled-helping conditions did

not differ, t(134)= 1.37, p= .512, Cohen’s d= 0.22, 95% [−0.12, 0.56].

(Figure 3).

3.3 Discussion

In Study 2, we experimentally tested autonomy’s role in shaping

the emotional and motivational consequences of prosocial behaviour.

Consistent with our hypotheses, recalling autonomous helping expe-

riences (vs. neutral interpersonal experiences) increased happiness.

However, negative emotions were unaffected. Consistent with our

hypotheses and the results of Study 1, recalling controlled helping

experiences (vs. neutral interpersonal experiences) increased nega-

tive emotions. However, positive emotions were unaffected. Finally,

recalling autonomous helping experiences (vs. neutral interpersonal

experiences) strengthened intentions to help in the future relative to

the no-helping condition. Finally, the controlled helping condition did

not differ from the no-helping condition in terms of their motivation

during theexperience theywrote about (i.e., themanipulation check) or

strengthened intentions to help in the future. In summary, high auton-

omy drove positive emotional reactions to helping and strengthened

intentions to help in the future, whereas low autonomy drove negative

emotional reactions to helping.

4 STUDY 3

The purpose of Study 3 was to replicate directly, rather than concep-

tually, and extend the Study 2 results. Conceptual replications play a

critical role in theory development by appraising the generalizability

of a set of findings (Crandall & Sherman, 2016). Such replications rely

on the robustness of findings produced by direct replications. Given

that previous experiments testing our hypotheses are scarce, we took

a direct replication approach to Studies 3–4.

As in Study 2, we examined the aftereffects of recalling an instance

of autonomousandcontrolledhelpingbehaviouron self-reportedemo-

tions and behavioural intentions. We extended the results of Study

2 by asking how autonomous and controlled helping shape another

outcome relevant to future helping: attitudes toward social welfare.

We hypothesized that autonomous helping would increase positive

emotions, strengthen future helping intentions and engender more

positive attitudes toward socialwelfare. As before,wehypothesized an

opposite pattern for controlled helping. We instructed participants to

complete the same manipulation and measures as in Study 2, plus two

questions about putative government policies and political candidates

assessing attitudes toward social welfare.

4.1 Method

4.1.1 Participants

To provide a higher-powered direct replication of the previous study,

we surveyed 300 MTurkers whom we paid $1.00. Participants were

20–74 years old (M = 41.16, SD = 12.64), predominantly white

(n = 244, 81.88%) and non-Hispanic (n = 285, 95.64%). Following

exclusions, we arrived at a final sample of N = 298 (145 women, 152

men, one unreported). Sensitivity analyses in G*Power indicated that

this study was able to detect effects as small as f = .18 (equivalent

to 𝜂2partial = .03) with 80% power in a one-way ANOVA with a three-

level fixed factor. Further sensitivity analyses for a mixed ANOVA

with a three-level between-subjects factor and an eight-level within-

subjects factor indicated that this study had 80% power to detect

between-subjects effects as small as f= .23 (equivalent to 𝜂2partial = .05),

within-subjects effects as small as f = .22 (equivalent to 𝜂2partial = .05)

and interaction effects as small as f= .25 (equivalent to 𝜂2partial = .06). A

sensitivity analysis for an ANCOVA with a three-level fixed factor and

one covariate indicated that this studyhad80%power todetect effects

as small as f= .18 (equivalent to 𝜂2partial = .03).

4.1.2 Procedure

We randomly assigned participants to the autonomous-helping

(n= 102), controlled-helping (n= 95) or no-helping condition (n= 101)

condition. Next, participants completed the samemeasures as Study 2.

Afterwards, they responded to two questions aimed at capturing their

broader social attitudes toward helping behaviour: ʻHow do you feel

about federal government policies which use tax dollars to support

public assistance programmes? These are government programmes

which provide benefits to the needy’ and ʻHow do you feel about

political candidates who support using tax dollars to support public

assistance programmes?’ (1 was denotedwith a frowning face implying

disapproval, 5 with a smiling face implying approval). Responses were

correlated, r(284) = .28, p < .001, and so we summed them to yield an

overall index of attitudes toward public assistance. Given that political

orientation influences attitudes toward public assistance (Skitka &
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EMOTIONAL,MOTIVATIONAL ANDATTITUDINAL 9

Tetlock, 1993), we pre-registered controlling for political orientation

in this analysis.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Autonomy manipulation check

A one-way ANOVA produced a main effect of autonomy manipulation

on motivation to help, F(2, 295) = 45.33, p < .001, 𝜂2partial = .24. As

in Study 2, we observed that participants in the autonomous-helping

condition reported feeling more autonomous regarding the behaviour

about which they wrote (M = 5.20, SD = 0.78) than participants in the

no-helping condition, (M = 4.61, SD = 0.84), t (201) = 4.88, p < .001,

Cohen’s d = 0.73, 95% CI [0.44, 1.01]. Participants also reported feel-

ing less autonomous in the controlled-helping condition (M = 4.03,

SD = 0.96) versus the no-helping condition, t (194) = −4.88, p < .001,

Cohen’s d = −0.64, 95% CI [−0.35, −0.93]. In all, participants in

the autonomous-helping condition wrote about more autonomously

motivated actions than those in either comparison condition. The

manipulation was effective.

4.2.2 Emotions

We next examined the consequences of autonomy manipulation

on emotions in a 3 (autonomy manipulation: autonomous-helping,

controlled-helping, no-helping) × 8 (emotion: anger, disgust, fear, anx-

iety, sadness, desire, relaxation, happiness) mixed-model ANOVA. We

obtained the main effects of autonomy manipulation, F(2, 295)= 3.10,

p = .046, 𝜂2partial = .02, and of emotion, F(7, 2065) = 273.95, p < .001,

𝜂2partial = .48, which were qualified by an autonomy manipulation ×

emotion interaction, F(14, 2065) = 19.02, p < .001, 𝜂2partial = .11. See

Figure 2.

We observed simple main effects of autonomy manipulation on

anger, F(2, 295)=6.44, p= .002, 𝜂2partial = .04, anxiety, F(2, 295)=10.50,

p < .001, 𝜂2partial = .07, sadness, F(2, 295) = 5.80, p = .003, 𝜂2partial = .04,

relaxation, F(2, 295) = 33.01, p < .001, 𝜂2partial = .18, and happiness,

F(2, 295) = 14.55, p < .001, 𝜂2partial = .09. Bonferroni-corrected pair-

wise comparisons revealed that reflectinguponanautonomoushelping

(vs. no helping) experience increased sadness (t [201] = 2.48, p = .042,

Cohen’s d = 0.40, 95% CI [0.13, 0.68]) and decreased relaxation (t

[201] = −3.48, p = .002, Cohen’s d = −0.48, 95% CI[−0.76,−0.20]).

Finally, the controlled-helping condition (vs. the no-helping condition)

increased anger (t [194] = 3.44, p = .002, Cohen’s d = 0.48, 95% CI

[0.19, 0.76]), anxiety (t [194] = 4.34, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.60, 95%

CI [0.31, 0.89]) and sadness (t [194]= 3.27, p= .004, Cohen’s d= 0.48,

95% CI [0.20, 0.77]). Controlled helping (vs. the no-helping condition)

decreasedhappiness (t [194]=−4.46, p< .001,Cohen’sd=−0.66, 95%

CI [−0.94,−0.37]) and relaxation (t [194] = −8.11, p < .001, Cohen’s

d = −1.19, 95% CI [−1.50,−0.89]). We report descriptive statistics in

Table 1.

4.2.3 Future helping

A one-way ANOVA yielded no main effect of autonomy manipulation

on behavioural intentions for future helping, F(2, 295)= 1.24, p= .292,

𝜂2partial = .04. Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons revealed that

participants in the autonomous-helping condition (M=5.23, SD=1.03)

and the no-helping condition (M = 5.01, SD = 1.02) did not differ, t

(201)= 1.54, p= .376, Cohen’s d= 0.21, 95%CI [−0.07, 0.49]. Also, the

no-helping and controlled-helping condition (M = 5.16, SD = 0.98) did

not differ, t (194) = 1.04, p = .893, Cohen’s d = −0.15, 95% CI [−0.43,

0.13] (Figure 3).

4.2.4 Social welfare attitudes

A one-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) yielded a main effect

of autonomy manipulation on the two-item composite measure, F(2,

292) = 3.67, p = .027, 𝜂2partial = .03. Political orientation was a statis-

tically significant covariate, F(1, 292) = 113.64, p < .001, 𝜂2partial = .28.

Bonferroni-corrected post hoc tests revealed that participants in the

autonomous-helping condition (M = 3.91, SD = 0.99) reported direc-

tionally more positive attitudes than those in the no-helping condition

(M = 3.67, SD = 1.24), t (201) = 2.29, p = .067, Cohen’s d = 0.21,

95% CI [−0.06, 0.49]. Participants in the controlled-helping condition

(M = 3.59, SD = 1.14) and the no-helping condition did not differ, t

(194) = −.11, p = .999, Cohen’s d = − 0.07, 95% CI [−0.35, 0.21]

(Figure 4).

As the correlation between two items was low (r = .28), we

repeated the analyses above separately for each item. The analysis

was not statistically significant for the first question (i.e., govern-

ment policies), F(2, 283) = 2.30, p = .103 𝜂2partial = .016 but was

statistically significant for the second question (i.e., political candi-

dates), F(2, 289) = 4.59, p = .011, 𝜂2partial = .031. Bonferroni-corrected

pairwise comparisons showed that participants in the autonomous-

helping condition reported more positive attitudes toward candi-

dates who supported tax-funded public assistance programmes rel-

ative to the controlled-helping condition (t [195] = 2.72, p = .021,

Cohen’s d = 0.33, 95% CI [0.04, 0.61]) and the no-helping condi-

tion (t [201] = 2.48, p = .041, Cohen’s d = 0.24, 95% CI [−0.04,

0.52]).

4.3 Discussion

As in study 2, a lack of autonomy (i.e., the controlled-helping condi-

tion) drove negative emotional reactions to prosocial behaviour. Unlike

Study 2, we found in Study 3 that a lack of autonomy also reduced posi-

tive emotional reactions to prosocial behaviour.We also observed that

reflecting on autonomous helping experiences led to more favourable

attitudes toward public assistance programmes, particularly political

candidates who support such policies. Although we did not replicate

the effect of autonomy manipulation on future helping intentions, the
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10 KELLEY ET AL.

F IGURE 4 Effects of the experimental manipulation on social welfare attitudes (Studies 3–4).Note: Error bars reflect the standard error of the
mean.Wemeasured social welfare attitudes using a two-item composite. The itemswere: ʻHow do you feel about federal government policies
which use tax dollars to support public assistance programmes? These are government programmeswhich provide benefits to the needy’ and ʻHow
do you feel about political candidates who support using tax dollars to support public assistance programmes?’
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EMOTIONAL,MOTIVATIONAL ANDATTITUDINAL 11

pattern of means was in the predicted direction. Helping intentions in

the autonomous-helping condition were similar across Studies 2 and 3

(M=5.35 vs. 5.23), but thiswas not the case in the no-helping condition

(M= 4.39 vs. 5.01).

5 STUDY 4

In Study 4, we re-tested the hypothesis that autonomy shapes the

emotional, motivational and attitudinal consequences of prosocial

behaviour while seeking to clarify inconsistent results. We hypoth-

esized that low autonomy (i.e., controlled motivation) would drive

negative emotional reactions toprosocial behaviour (as in Studies 1–3),

whereasweoffered competinghypotheses about positive emotion (i.e.,

happiness).Onepossibility is that, in the presence of autonomy, reflect-

ing on previous helping increases happiness (as in Study 2). Another

possibility is that, in the absence of autonomy, reflecting on previous

helping decreases happiness (as in Study 3). Put differently, we sought

to test whether shifts in positive emotion are due to high or low auton-

omy. To gain amore precise characterization of behavioural intentions,

we again tested the hypothesis that reflecting on autonomous help-

ing increases intentions to help in the future, which was supported in

Study2but not necessarily in Study3.Wealso re-tested thehypothesis

that reflecting on autonomous helping increases favourable attitudes

toward social welfare (as in Study 3). Finally, we explored the effects of

reflecting on autonomous helping on actual helping behaviour. Partic-

ipants completed the same manipulation and measures as in Studies 2

and 3, after which they had an opportunity to engage in actual helping

behaviour.

5.1 Method

5.1.1 Participants

In linewith the power analysis for Study 3,we sought to survey approx-

imately 300 MTurk workers for $0.75. Participants were 19–77 years

old (M = 40.60, SD = 13.42), predominantly white (n = 233, 78.45%)

and non-Hispanic (n = 275, 92.59%). After pre-registered exclusions,

297 participants (156women, 139men, two unreported) remained for

analysis. Sensitivity analyses in G*Power indicated that this study was

able to detect effects as small as f= .18 (equivalent to 𝜂2partial = .03)with

80%power in aone-wayANOVAwitha three-level fixed factor. Further

sensitivity analyses for a mixed ANOVA with a three-level between-

subjects factor and an eight-level within-subjects factor indicated that

this study had 80% power to detect between-subjects effects as small

as f = .23 (equivalent to 𝜂2partial = .05), within-subjects effects as small

as f = .22 (equivalent to 𝜂2partial = .05) and interaction effects as small

as f = .25 (equivalent to 𝜂2partial = .06). A sensitivity analysis for an

ANCOVA with a three-level fixed factor and one covariate indicated

that this study had 80% power to detect effects as small as f = .18

(equivalent to 𝜂2partial = .03).

5.1.2 Procedure

We randomly assigned participants to the autonomous-helping

(n = 96), controlled-helping (n = 99) or no-helping (n = 102) condition.

Afterwards, participants completed the motivation to help scale,

discrete emotions questionnaire, the modified self-report prosocial

behaviour measure and the public policy questions as in Study 3. We

also included a measure of altruistic behaviour: interest in taking

part in an additional study for free. Participants were led to believe

that the study was over after completing the measures used above in

Study 3 and then asked to volunteer their time for an additional study.

Specifically, they were instructed:

Now that you have completed the study, we would like

to invite you to participate in a second study. This sec-

ond study will take about 5 minutes. Unfortunately, we

are unable to pay participants for this second study.We

understand that your time is valuable, but if you could

spare a fewminutes we believe that it can help us make

important contributions to science. Are you willing to

volunteer 5 minutes of your time to complete a sec-

ond study? IMPORTANT: You will be paid for the study

you just completed regardless of how you answer this

question.

Altruistic behaviour is defined as costly to the individual and ben-

eficial to someone else. Insofar as taking part in an additional study is

beneficial to the research team and costly to the participant (in terms

of time and lost income), it represents a practical measure of altruistic

behaviour (Schnall et al., 2010).

5.2 Results

5.2.1 Autonomy manipulation check

A one-way ANOVA yielded amain effect of autonomymanipulation on

motivation to help, F(2, 294) = 36.99, p < .001, 𝜂2partial = .20. We fol-

lowed this up with Bonferroni-corrected comparisons. Participants in

the autonomous-helping condition (M= 4.70, SD= 0.81) reported feel-

ing more autonomous regarding their chosen behaviour than those in

the no-helping condition (M= 4.11, SD= 0.85), t (196)= 4.71, p< .001,

Cohen’s d = 0.71, 95% CI [0.42, 0.99]. Participants also reported feel-

ing less autonomous in the controlled-helping condition (M = 3.62,

SD = 0.97) versus the no-helping condition, t (196) = −3.98, p < .001,

Cohen’s d = −0.54, 95% CI [−0.82, −0.25]. The manipulation was

effective.
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12 KELLEY ET AL.

5.2.2 Emotions

We next examined the effects of autonomy manipulation on emo-

tions in a 3 (autonomy manipulation: autonomous-helping, controlled-

helping, no-helping)× 8 (emotion: anger, disgust, fear, anxiety, sadness,

desire, relaxation, happiness) mixed-model ANOVA. As before, we

obtained the main effects of autonomy manipulation, F(2, 294)= 2.14,

p= .119, 𝜂2partial = .01, and of emotion, F(7, 2058)= 237.04, 𝜂2partial = .45,

which were qualified by the autonomy manipulation × emotion inter-

action, F(14, 2058)= 11.37, p< .001, 𝜂2partial = .07. See Figure 2.

We unpacked this interaction by examining the simple main effects

of autonomy manipulation on each discrete emotion. We followed

up statistically significant simple main effects with pairwise compar-

isons. These analyses revealed statistically significant simple main

effects of autonomy manipulation on anger, F(2, 294) = 4.20 p = .016,

𝜂2partial = .03, anxiety, F(2, 294) = 9.32, p < .001, 𝜂2partial = .06, relax-

ation, F(2, 294) = 15.05, p < .001, 𝜂2partial = .09 and happiness, F(2,

294) = 12.32, p < .001, 𝜂2partial = .08. We proceeded with Bonferroni-

corrected pairwise comparisons. Relative to the no-helping control

condition, the autonomous-helping condition increased happiness (t

[196]= 2.46, p= .044, Cohen’s d= 0.35, 95% CI [0.07, 0.63]). Also, the

controlled-helping condition (vs. the no-helping condition) increased

anxiety (t [199]= 2.79, p= .017, Cohen’s d= 0.29, 95%CI [0.01, 0.57]),

and decreased relaxation (t [199]=−5.45, p< .001, Cohen’s d=−0.77,

95% CI [−1.05, −0.48]) and happiness (t [199] = −2.57, p = .032,

Cohen’s d = −0.36, 95% CI [−0.64, −0.08]). We present descriptive

statistics in Table 1.

5.2.3 Future helping

A one-way ANOVA yielded amain effect of autonomymanipulation on

behavioural intentions for future helping, F(2, 294) = 3.19, p = .043,

𝜂2partial = .02. Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparison revealed that

participants in the autonomous-helping condition (M=5.36, SD=0.98)

reported stronger intentions to help in the future compared to

the no-helping condition (M = 5.00, SD = 0.98), t (196) = 2.45,

p = .044, Cohen’s d = 0.37, 95% CI [0.08, 0.65]; the no-helping and

controlled-helping condition (M = 5.10, SD = 1.10) did not differ,

t (199) = 0.68, p = .999, Cohen’s d = 0.10, 95% CI [−0.18, 0.37])

(Figure 3).

5.2.4 Social welfare attitudes

A one-way ANCOVA produced a non-statistically significant effect

of autonomy manipulation on the two-item composite measure, F(2,

289) = 2.76, p = .065, 𝜂2partial = .02. Political orientation was a statis-

tically significant covariate, F(1, 289) = 134.56, p < .001, 𝜂2partial = .32.

Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons revealed that participants

in the autonomous-helping condition (M= 3.95, SD= 1.11) and the no-

helping condition (M = 3.62, SD = 1.13) did not differ, t (196) = 1.76,

p= .237, Cohen’s d=0.29, 95%CI [0.01, 0.57]). Also, participants in the

controlled-helping condition (M = 3.64, SD = 1.25) and the no-helping

condition did not differ, t (199) = −0.49, p = .999, Cohen’s d = 0.02,

95%CI [−0.26, 0.29]). As the two itemswere highly correlated (r= .84,

p< .001), we did not conduct further analyses (Figure 4).

5.2.5 Volunteer behaviour

Across all conditions, 111 individuals reported a willingness to take

part in a second study for free (37.7%). This proportion did not

vary statistically significantly as a function of autonomy manipulation:

autonomous-helping condition (36.46%), controlled-helping condition

(39.39%), no-helping control condition (36.27%),Χ2(2)=0.26, p= .878.

5.3 Discussion

First, relative to reflecting on a neutral interpersonal experience,

reflecting on a controlled helping experience increased negative emo-

tion (i.e., anxiety) and decreased positive emotion (i.e., happiness,

relaxation). Again, consistent with our hypotheses and Study 2, rel-

ative to reflecting on a neutral interpersonal experience, reflecting

on an autonomous helping experience increased intentions to help in

the future. Second, relative to reflecting on a neutral interpersonal

experience, those who reflected on autonomous helping experiences

reported greater intentions to help in the future. Third, we did not

replicate the effects of autonomous helping on social welfare atti-

tudes, though the pattern of means was in the hypothesized direction.

Lastly, we implemented a measure of helping behaviour (i.e., agreeing

to participate in a future study for free), which was uninfluenced by

autonomymanipulation.

6 INTERNAL META-ANALYSIS: ESTIMATING THE
EFFECT SIZE OF AUTONOMOUS HELPING ON
EMOTIONS, BEHAVIOURAL INTENTIONS AND
ATTITUDES

Finally, we conducted an internal meta-analysis, using a fixed-effects

approach (Goh et al., 2016), to achieve more precise estimate of the

aftereffects of (1) autonomous helping (vs. no helping), and (2) con-

trolled helping (vs. no helping) in an effort to address some results

inconsistencies. We extracted effect sizes for each comparison for

emotions and behavioural intentions from Studies 2–4 and for social

welfare attitudes from Studies 3–4.

6.1 Emotions

6.1.1 Autonomous helping versus no helping

In terms of negative emotions, the overall weighted mean effect of

autonomous helping (vs. no helping) was statistically significant and
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EMOTIONAL,MOTIVATIONAL ANDATTITUDINAL 13

positive for sadness (d= 0.26, 95% CI [0.09, 0.43], Z= 2.97, p= .003),2

but not anger (d=0.10, 95%CI [−0.07, 0.27],Z=1.14,p= .256), disgust

(d= 0.10, 95% CI [−0.07, 0.28], Z= 1.19, p= .232), fear (d= 0.10, 95%

CI [−0.07, 0.27], Z= 1.16, p= .246) or anxiety (d= 0.06, 95%CI [−0.11,

0.23], Z = 0.67, p = .506). In terms of positive emotions, the over-

all weighted mean effect of autonomous helping (vs. no helping) was

statistically significant and negative for relaxation (d = −0.37, 95% CI

[−0.54, −0.20], Z = −4.23, p < .001),3 statistically significant and posi-

tive for happiness (d= 0.28, 95%CI [0.11, 0.45], Z= 7.20, p< .001), but

non-statistically significant for desire (d = 0.01, 95% CI [−0.16, 0.18],

Z = 0.08, p = .939). Taken together, participants who wrote about an

autonomous helping experience (vs. non-helping experience) reported

a mixed emotional experience with more sadness, more happiness and

less relaxation.

6.1.2 Controlled helping versus no helping

The overall weightedmean effect of controlled-helping (vs. no helping)

was statistically significant for each of the following negative emo-

tions: anger (d = 0.51, 95% CI [0.33, 0.68], Z = 5.73, p < .001), disgust

(d= 0.28, 95%CI [0.11, 0.46], Z= 3.23, p= .001), fear (d= 0.27, 95%CI

[0.09, 0.44], Z = 3.03, p = .002), anxiety (d = 0.54, 95% CI [0.37, 0.72],

Z= 6.14, p< .001) and sadness (d= 0.37, 95%CI [0.20, 0.54], Z= 4.23,

p < .001). Similarly, the overall weighted mean effect of controlled-

helping (vs. the no-helping condition) was statistically significant for

both relaxation (d=−0.81, 95%CI [−0.99,−0.64],Z=−8.97, p< .001)

and happiness (d=−0.37, 95% CI [−0.54,−0.20], Z=−4.24, p< .001),

but not desire (d = −0.10, 95% CI [−0.27, 0.07], Z = −1.10, p = .27).

In summary, participants whowrote about a controlled-helping experi-

ence (vs. a non-helping experience) reported more negative emotions

and less relaxation/happiness.

6.2 Behavioural intentions

The overall weighted mean effect of autonomous helping (vs. no help-

ing) on behavioural intentions was statistically significant, d = 0.45,

95% CI [0.28, 0.63], Z = 5.11, p < .001.4 The overall weighted mean

effect of controlled helping (vs. no helping) on behavioural intentions

was not statistically significant, d=0.15, 95%CI [−0.02, 0.32],Z=1.73,

p = .084. In all, participants in the autonomous-helping conditions

reported stronger intentions to engage in future helping relative to

no-helping, whereas controlled helping did not impact intentions to

engage in future helping.

2 Autonomous (vs. controlled) helping decreased sadness (d = −0.55, 95% CI [−0.72, −0.37],

Z=−6.13, p< .001).
3 Autonomous (vs. controlled) helping increased relaxation (d = 0.44, 95% CI [0.27, 0.62],

Z= 4.98, p< .001).
4 The effect of autonomous (vs. controlled) helping was significant for behavioural intentions

(d = 0.19, 95% CI [0.019, 0.363], Z = 2.17, p = .030) and public policy attitudes (d = 0.28, 95%

CI [0.08, 0.48], Z= 2.75, p= .006).

6.3 Attitudes

The overall weighted mean effect of autonomous helping (vs. no help-

ing) on public policy attitudes was statistically significant, d = 0.26,

95% CI [0.06, 0.45], Z = 2.53, p = .011.3 The overall weighted mean

effect of controlled helping (vs. no helping) on public policy attitudes

was not statistically significant, d = −0.02, 95% CI [−0.22, 0.18],

Z = −0.22, p = .829. In all, participants in the autonomous helping (vs.

nohelping) condition reportedmore favourable attitudes toward social

welfare, whereas controlled helping did not impact attitude toward

social welfare.

7 GENERAL DISCUSSION

We examined how autonomy shapes the emotional (Studies 1–

4), motivational (Studies 2–4) and attitudinal (Studies 3–4) conse-

quences of prosocial behaviour. In Study 1, participants reported

their history of prosocial behaviour, autonomy, depression, anxiety

and stress. Highly prosocial participants who felt less autonomous

also reported greater depression, anxiety and stress. Among highly

prosocial participants who felt more autonomous, an opposite, albeit

non-statistically significant, pattern emerged. Next, we tested causally

the emotional (Studies 2–4), motivational (Studies 2–4) and attitu-

dinal (Studies 3–4) aftereffects of reflecting on autonomous help-

ing. Consistent with Study 1, reflecting upon controlled helping

increased negative emotions. In terms of positive emotion, reflect-

ing on autonomous helping experiences increased positive emotions

in two of our three experimental studies (Studies 2 and 4). Regard-

ing behavioural intentions, reflecting onautonomoushelping increased

motivation to help in the future in two studies (Studies 2 and 4),

with null results in another (Study 3). Further, in Study 3, reflect-

ing on autonomous helping engendered more positive attitudes

toward social welfare policy. The Study 4 results were consistent

with our hypotheses and Study 3 results but were not statistically

significant.

Finally, we conducted an internal meta-analysis to estimate the

aftereffects of autonomous and controlled helping more precisely,

addressing the inconsistent results noted above. The meta-analytic

findings indicated that, relative to reflecting on neutral interper-

sonal experiences, reflecting on autonomous helping produced a

mixed emotional experience with more sadness, more happiness

and less relaxation. By contrast, relative to reflecting on neutral

interpersonal experiences, reflecting on controlled helping produced

more negative emotions and fewer positive emotions. Further, in

addition to their mixed emotional profile, those who reflected on

autonomous helping (vs. neutral interpersonal experiences) reported

stronger intentions to engage in future helping and increased sup-

port for social welfare. By comparison, reflecting on controlled helping

did not seem to impact future intentions to help or social-welfare

attitudes.
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7.1 Theoretical implications

7.1.1 Self-determination theory

SDT proposes that autonomy shapes the relationship between proso-

cial behaviour and well-being (Weinstein & Ryan, 2010). Much of this

literature has focused on how autonomy increases well-being. We

expanded the literature by underscoring ways in which low autonomy

(i.e., controlled motivation) undermines well-being both correlation-

ally (higher rates of depression, anxiety and stress) and experimentally

(increased negative emotions, decreased positive emotions). Although

SDT suggests that autonomous motivation predicts behavioural inten-

tions, attempts to extend these findings into the prosocial domain

have been limited and mixed. Prior work has relied on indirect support

from correlational studies of prosocial professions (Grant, 2007), and

the limited experimental research has used weak manipulations (e.g.,

implicit priming; Pavey et al., 2011). Our experimental findings clar-

ify and broaden this body of research by showing that autonomous

helping strengthens intentions to continue acting prosocially in the

future. Finally, we demonstrated for the first time that the bene-

fits of autonomous motivation for prosocial intentions may extend to

prosocial collective action.

Some research inspired by SDT has not found a link between auton-

omy and prosocial behaviour. For example, Hui and Kogan (2018)

hypothesized that engaging in prosocial behaviour would increase

hedonic and eudaimonic well-being in an experience sampling study

and that these links would be affected by autonomy need satisfac-

tion. Contrary to their hypotheses, autonomy did not influence the

link between prosocial behaviour and well-being. Our results may be

inconsistent with Hui and Kogan’s because of differential conceptions

of autonomy across our studies. Namely, they assessed autonomy as

need satisfaction (e.g., ʻI feel free to be who I am’), whereas we did so

as motivation (e.g., ʻI help because it is important to me’). Autonomy

need satisfaction andmotivation are related, but distinct (Ryan &Deci,

2000).When individuals havemore autonomousmotivation for action,

they will experience more autonomy need satisfaction as a result of

that action. However, previous research on the relationship between

prosocial behaviour andwell-being suggests that satisfaction of auton-

omy needs may be a mediating mechanism, with helpers experiencing

greater well-being to the extent that helping behaviour supports a

sense of autonomy (Weinstein&Ryan, 2010). In contrast, the degree to

which helpers’ originalmotivations for helping are autonomous ismore

likely to shape (i.e., moderate) the psychological impacts of helping they

ultimately experience. Indeed, in addition to moderating the relation-

ship between prosocial behaviour and helpers’ well-being, we would

expect autonomousmotivations tomoderate the relationship between

prosocial behaviour and satisfaction of helpers’ autonomy needs. If Hui

and Kogan had assessed autonomy from amotivational perspective, as

we did, they may have obtained similar results. Future research should

test this possibility.

A recent meta-analysis of 167 independent studies found a robust

relationship between autonomousmotivation and prosocial behaviour

as well as a robust relationship between controlled motivation and

anti-social behaviour (Donald et al., 2021). The results of the cur-

rent study may provide some insights into explanatory mechanisms

for these relationships. Reflecting on an autonomous helping expe-

rience increased sadness and happiness, strengthened intentions to

help in the future, and raised support for social welfare. Indeed,

autonomous motivation may causally impact emotion and motivation

in a manner consistent with our findings (i.e., increased sadness and

happiness, strengthened behavioural intentions, increased support for

collective action), whichmay facilitate actual prosocial behaviour. Inso-

far as the effects of controlled motivation were exclusive to emotion

(i.e., increased negative emotions and decreased positive emotion),

we would anticipate that the link between controlled motivation and

antisocial behaviour be largely emotionally driven, and encourage

follow-upwork to examine these ideas.

Recall that we observed a mixed emotional profile of both

increased happiness and sadness for those who reflected upon an

autonomous helping experience. This increase in sadness observed in

the autonomous helping condition is consistent with SDT-based mod-

els of emotion regulation (Roth et al., 2014). According to thesemodels,

autonomy-supportive forms of emotion regulation (i.e., integrative

regulation) help people engage with negative emotions in tolerant,

accepting ways that facilitate optimal functioning. When people recall

cases of autonomous helping, they may re-experience some of the sad

feelings (i.e., recalling witnessing and empathizing with the person in

need of help) that originally motivated them to provide help. From

the perspective of integrative regulation, this experience of sadness

may have been processed in a tolerant, accepting way that (1) differs

from how negative emotions are processed in non-autonomy support

forms of emotion regulation and (2) facilitates empathizing and help-

ing others in the future. Moreover, the mixed emotional profile for

autonomous helping is also consistent with contemporary theorizing

on prosocial behaviour. On one hand, helping others feels good (Alden

& Trew, 2013) and this may be reflected in the increase in happiness

we observed. On the other hand, helping others is costly (Batson et al.,

1997, 2002), and this be my reflected in the increase in sadness we

observed.

7.1.2 Negative consequences of helping

Our findings may indicate why helpers sometimes experience negative

psychological outcomes. Indicators of poor mental health (e.g., stress,

burnout) are relatively prevalent among professional (Stanley et al.,

2016;Wooet al., 2020;Yang&Hayes, 2020) andnon-professional (Pin-

quart & Sörensen, 2003) helpers. Our findings suggest that a lack of

autonomousmotivationmay confer a risk for these negative outcomes.

When helpers feel they are helping primarily for extrinsic reasons (e.g.,

because of relational obligations, because they are being paid), this

may limit their ability to derive satisfaction and meaning from helping

andmake negative outcomesmore likely. This explanation is consistent

with the heightened negative emotions and reduced positive emotions
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we observed among participants in our controlled-helping conditions,

and with theorizing that emphasizes the role that helpers’ subjec-

tive evaluations of their situations play in predicting the well-being

outcomes they experience (Gérain & Zech, 2019).

Of course, in many cases, helpers’ autonomy may be objectively

limited. Professional helpers are contractually obligated to help and

may not have a great deal of choice about when, where or how they

do it. Also, many non-professional helpers have little choice (e.g., par-

ents of children with disabilities). Even people who engage in ʻone-off’
instances of prosocial behaviour, such as returning a lost dog to its

owner, may do so out of a sense of moral obligation and feel that doing

otherwise was not really an option. Nevertheless, it may be possible

for these helpers to experience their helping as autonomously moti-

vated. An emergency-room nurse may lack control over the hours

they work and who they must care for, but they can still experi-

ence autonomy by recalling why they chose this career path in the

first place. It may be possible for even the most objectively choice-

less helpers to experience greater autonomy by reflecting on ways

in which their helping behaviour is ʻchoice worthy’ (e.g., because

it upholds important personal values) or by reframing their situa-

tions in ways that make choice more salient (e.g., ʻWe could have

put our son up for adoption after learning he would be born with

a disability—but we chose not to’). Although we did not test these

ideas, our findings are consistent with them, thus inviting further

investigation.

7.1.3 Pro-social attitudes and behaviour

The current studies enrich the literature on emotional outcomes of

helping by focusing on behavioural intentions and attitudes toward

prosocial public policies. In the two latter studies, we asked partici-

pants to consider support for public assistance programmes and the

needy. Support for these policies can facilitate public health initiatives

in general (Gentilini et al., 2019) and especially during health crises

such as the COVID-19 pandemic (Dunn et al., 2020). Our findings indi-

cate that, through promoting more autonomous forms of motivation

for helping, parents, educators and other influential figures might be

able to encourage further prosocial attitudes and behaviours that con-

tribute positively to society. Motivation may, therefore, merit more

recognition by parents or educators aiming to promote a deeper soci-

etal contribution within the youth for whom they are responsible. This

view is consistent with research in sports and coaching, where sat-

isfying the need for autonomy encourages more moral and prosocial

behaviour in athletes (Delrue et al., 2017).

7.2 Limitations

Our studies were the first to provide a pre-registered test of an

SDT-inspired motivational model of helping, but they are not with-

out limitations. First, all experiments implemented an autobiograph-

ical recall task. Autobiographical recall is the second-most-common

emotion manipulation but produces smaller effects than other manip-

ulations (Joseph et al., 2020). However, in the context of prosocial

behaviour, recall and behavioural manipulations yield comparable

results (Ko et al., 2021). Nonetheless, future investigations involving

behavioural manipulations are needed to conceptually replicate our

findings.

In Study 4, we attempted to elicit prosocial behaviour by asking par-

ticipants to volunteer for an additional study. However, reflecting on

previous experiences with helping did not influence behaviour. There

are at least two explanations for this null effect. The first concerns the

link between intentions and behaviour. Moderate-to-large changes in

behavioural intentions (d = 0.66) result in small-to-moderate changes

in behaviour (d = 0.36; Webb & Sheeran, 2006). Expressing these

as a percentage, approximately 54% of changes in behavioural inten-

tions may result in behavioural change. In the current research, the

weighted effect of the manipulation was small (d = 0.19) and, given

that only about half of behavioural intentions translate into changes

in behaviour, it is not surprising that we found no behavioural effects.

The second explanation concerns floor effects: regardless of condi-

tion, most participants opted not to sign up for another study for

free. Rather than asking participants to donate time for an additional

study, researchers could ask them to donate a portion of their earn-

ings to charity (Juhl et al., 2020, study 5) or to an individual in need

(e.g., the Katie Banks paradigm; see Batson et al., 1989). Although this

approach circumvents the floor effects of Study4, future investigations

could also use measures of helping behaviour that have translational

relevance outside the laboratory.

7.3 Coda

Under what circumstances does prosocial behaviour produce positive

outcomes? This research shows that, despite a mixed emotional pro-

file, helping others for autonomous reasons makes people want to do

good in the future. Future research should continue to explore the

diverse ways in which autonomous motivation may amplify the pos-

itive consequences of helping behaviour for the benefactor and the

recipient.
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